


Get an instant refresh and amp up the volume 
with Batiste Dry Shampoo + Volume. enriched 
with collagen, known for its plumping 
properties, transform flat, lifeless locks 
into revitalised bouncy hair in seconds.

Hair Hack:
For maximum oomph, spray on to the roots and 
backcomb! 

Inject some moisture into your mane whilst  
giving it a refresh. Our smart technology, 
enriched with  moisturizing Avocado, gives dry 
hair the boost it needs leaving it hydrated, 
smoother and softer. great for curly hair!

Hair Hack:
For unbeatable softness, spray from root to tip 
and brush out. 

Is your hair over-processed and damaged 
due to heat, styling and colour? No more! 
New batiste  DAMAGE CONTROL CONTAINS 
keratin,  KNOWN TO strengthen hair. The 
formula will help transform weak and 
damaged hair to healthy looking locks. 
damage control is the refresh we all know 
with some extra hair love. 

Hair Hack:
For maximum damage protection spray all 
over your hair.

THE coconut enriched formula, tames fly-aways 
and climate frizz. This lightweight DRY SHAMPOO 
will refresh and smooth your hair. get 
touchably soft locks and an instant hair 
refresh in no time. What more could you want?

Hair Hack:
For maximum de-frizz action, spray all over 
your hair and work through.

Stockists: AVAILABLE IN BOOTS FROM aUGUST AND SUPERDRUG FROM SEPTEMBER 
RRP: £4.25

For more information, samples and images please contact Taylor Pearson 
at Capsule Comms  0207 580 4312 or Taylor@capsulecomms.com 

DRY SHAMPOO + VOLUme DRY SHAMPOO + HYDRATE

DRY SHAMPOO + DE-FRIZZDRY SHAMPOO + DAMAGE CONTROL

Don’t think you need dry shampoo? think again. Now there’s something made just for you!  Batiste have a NEW 

breakthrough formula that will make you  RETHINK DRY SHAMPOO

Introducing, Batiste Hair Benefits, a lightweight and invisible dry shampoo with a hit of something extra to refresh 
your hair whilst meeting your specific hair needs. Whether you need more moisture in your locks or just want show 
stopping volume, Batiste Hair Benefits has something for everyone 

NEW Invisible + Lightweight formula 

Dry Shampoo with an added Benefit in four fab variants: Volume, Hydrate, De-frizz and Damage Control


